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About This Game

Transcendence is an open-world, single-player game of space combat and exploration.

In the year 2419, humanity has colonized hundreds of star systems, strung like beads on the network of stargates built by a dead
alien race. But now a god-like hyperintelligence is mentally compelling people to travel to the Galactic Core, and the Ancient

Races of the galaxy have decided to quarantine all of Human Space. Alone in your ship, you must acquire whatever powers you
can, and hope to survive long enough to unravel a secret that threatens the entire galaxy.

 Adapt your strategy to survive the journey through dozens of randomly generated star systems. Take advantage of
scavenged weapons and devices. No two games are ever alike, so adaptation equals survival.

 Blast your way through the swarming tactics of Anarchist battlepods; steel yourself against the EMP attack of the
Dwarg masters; and pray to Domina that you can withstand the terrifying archcannon of the Phobos dreadnought. 
Transcendence includes over a hundred different kinds of enemy ships and stations, each with distinct abilities.

 Loot wreckage to obtain more powerful weapons, armor, and shields, or purchase them at dozens of different friendly
stations. Earn unique high-tech weapons by completing missions for the Commonwealth Fleet or by helping the
Corporate Hierarchy with their research.

 Earn money by escorting the giant freighters of the Korolov Corporation; sell exotic ores extracted from asteroid fields
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with seismic charges; compete for glory at the gladiatorial games of the Battle Arena Maximus; or get an introduction to
the Black Market and sell illicit goods for profit.

Includes Corporate Command and Eternity Port

The core version of Transcendence is available as a free download, but this Steam edition bundles two paid expansions.

Corporate Command gives you a chance to fly missions for the elite Corporate Hierarchy Operations Command. Three new
player ships let you explore the realm of the corporations and confront the mystery of the chimeras—a foe that could threaten

all of Human Space.

Eternity Port is a stand-alone adventure in which you play a CDM mercenary: a pilot hired by the virtual denizens of Eternity
Port. Paired with an onboard-AI, you ultimately gain powers in both the physical and virtual worlds. But when a digital

hyperintelligence threatens the entirety of Human Space, the only hope lies with the reclusive cyber-citizens of Eternity Port.

Continuous Development

Transcendence is a living game, constantly being improved through core updates and DLCs. The next major release will focus
on Part II of the Pilgrim's story, in which we visit the rest of the galaxy, and the realm of the Ancient Races. But we also plan

several minor releases before then. For Steam, in particular, we plan on supporting achievements and cloud saves.

Visit the Ministry of Records for a list of reported bugs and future enhancements.
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Title: Transcendence
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Kronosaur Productions
Publisher:
Kronosaur Productions
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz dual core CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024×768 resolution.

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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I see not many reviews for this game which is sad because this is such a hidden gem.

very fun gameplay, sense of progress and good storyline, constantly updated by dev, it doesn't mean it's not perfect or full of
bugs, no, the dev put alot of love making this game. this is one example that an outdated 2D graphics game proved not less fun
than 3D graphics game. totally worth the price, so a big thumbs up from me.. Logged over 40 hours into the free version and
wanted to support the developer. Already see the improvements with the paid expansions and having even more fun.
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Update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED Released (04-16-2018):

An update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED has been released. The update will be applied when you restart FIREFIGHT
RELOADED.

1.8.1.3:
- Set the NPC limit to 75
- Set the maximum NPC limit in the menus to 200. The main reason why I keep lowering the NPC limit count is to provide
better performance for all tiers of PCs. If you have a higher-end PC and want to see what happens if you make the limit infinite
or you choose a huge limit, feel free to edit it with the command "g_fr_npclimit", or adjusting the slider in the ADVANCED
OPTIONS menu to maximum or 0.

Be sure to join our Discord server here: https://discord.gg/4MfShzF. Linux Port Update:

I am sorry to say that the Linux port of FIREFIGHT RELOADED is on hold for the time being due to some issues discovered
after launch. We are sorry for the inconvenience and I will update you all later if the port is fixed.

However, the dedicated servers are still coming out soon, so look out for that.. FIREFIGHT RELOADED Beta Update
Released:
An update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED's Beta has been released.

- Added achievement icons.. Update for FIREFIGHT REALOADED Released (11-29-15):
An update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED has been released. The update will be applied when you restart FIREFIGHT
RELOADED.

1.3.0.1:
- Fixed a bug where you couldn't shoot Vortigaunts.. Major Update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED Released (08-30-2016,
The CREMATION Update):
A major update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED has been released. The update will be applied when you restart FIREFIGHT
RELOADED.

1.6.0.0 - The Cremation Update:
Singleplayer changes:
- Nerfed the damage of the Knife.
- Added options to toggle all perks or certain special perks.
Multiplayer changes:
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- Fixed a bug where custom keyboard binding titles did not show up properly.
- Added the GASMASK CITIZEN as a playermodel (All credits go to Gmadador for the model!)
- The game title is now "FIREFIGHT RELOADED MULTIPLAYER"
Shared changes:
- Added a new enemy: the CREMATOR! (All credits go to Cvoxulary and the Dark Interval team!)
- Nerfed the health of the Combine Assassin.
- Enabled serverside ragdolls by default
- Added Diabolical Adrenaline Guitar from the Half-Life 1 soundtrack as the main menu theme.
- Decreased the file size from 9-10 gigabytes to 5-6 gigabytes.
. Have a suggestion for mod balance? Read this!:
This next update I am trying to find ways to balance the mod to make it better. If you have any suggestions, post here in this
discussions page below or in the comments.

http://steamcommunity.com/app/397680/discussions/2/485623406938465445/. Major Update for FIREFIGHT
RELOADED Released (11-23-2017, The Momentum Update):
A major update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED has been released. The update will be applied when you restart FIREFIGHT
RELOADED.

1.8.0.0 - The Momentum Update:
- Added Multiplayer to the Singleplayer client.
- Added 4 new NPCs:
Combine Guard - From the Half-Life 2 Beta, the Combine Guard fires a projectile that insta-kills and vaporizes on impact. He
isn't hard to dodge though, thanks to your speed.
Ministrider - A variant of the Hunter that fires AR2 rounds instead of flechettes and has less health.
Rollermines - Those balls that shock you when they see you and they explode on death. No big deal.
Claw Scanner - A scanner that flys around and places mines on the ground.
- The Manhack, Cremator, Elite Metrocop, Alien Grunt, and Alien Controller are now counted in the achievements.
- You can now switch player models and you can even add in custom player models!
- Added the MP3 Player.
- Added Double Jumping.
- You can now bunnyhop sideways.
- The Flaregun now can damage NPCS.
- Fixed the Combine Assassin glowing on maps with HDR.
- The Combine Assassin now has a wider field of view.
- The Cremator now drops his gun on death (not a weapon the player can pick up)
- Lowered the game file size to 3-4GB.
- Added Steam Cloud support.
- Fixed a bug where Zombies would attack Headcrabs when "enemies attack each other" is enabled.
- Added a new gamemode: RESISTANCE RETRIBUTION!
- Lessened the range of the knife.
- Increased the damage of the knife from 5 to 12.
- Added a new weapon: the Katana! You can slice off heads with it.
- Lowered the Rare NPC spawn rate on all maps.
- Added blood particle effects from SMOD3.
- Added a new Sniper Rifle icon (Thanks to Real Beb).
- Fixed up the MP5, M249, Flaregun, and Deagle icons.
- Reskinned the pistol to look like the one from Cyber Diver.
- Increased the damage of the pistol from 5 to 8.
- Increased the damage of the MP5 from 7 to 10.
- Added a new map: dm_steamlab!
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- Added Discord Rich Presence support!
- Changed the fire mode on the MP5 to be a 3-round burst rather than semi-auto fire.

Due to how much this changes the mod itself, I advise that players verify the integrity of game files or do a complete reinstall
after installing the update to have the mod in a 100% working state if their installation of FIREFIGHT RELOADED doesn't
function properly.

Please note that the multiplayer is still in a WIP state and this update was released ahead of schedule in order to test it out
properly. Please post bugs in the Steam Discussions or the Discord below. 

Be sure to join our Discord server here: https://discord.gg/4MfShzF
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